
The EU moves to control taxation

I was pleased to see the EU is moving as planned to set more tax rates and
tax policies at the EU level just as I have been predicting. The EU needs to
centralise more to back the Euro and to complete its political union. It also
underlines why many of us do not want this future for the UK, where we want
to vote for those who tax us and have the right to sack them if they
displease. As The EU’s latest document says, it wants to stop member states
offering lower taxes as incentives to businesses or rich individuals. It
wants ” a fair tax environment for all” which they say only the EU could
guarantee for member states.

The ideas set out in “Towards a more efficient and democratic decision making
in EU tax policy” concentrate on removing the ability of a state to veto a
tax proposal. The EU also wants to introduce powers for the European
parliament in this area. They are keen to press on with a common corporate
tax system, VAT, a Financial Transaction Tax and a Digital Services Tax. They
claim “co-ordinated EU action in taxation is essential to protect Member
State’s revenues”. They claim “In today’s larger, modern and more integrated
EU, a purely national approach to taxation no longer works and unanimity is
neither a practical nor an effective way of decision making”. They want a
standard system of VAT with a single form instead of 28 varieties as at
present, and the ability to stop Ireland and others undercutting corporate
taxes to attract business.

You cannot be an independent country and have others impose taxes o n your
citizens and set your budget. The UK is getting out just in time. If we stay
in or bind ourselves to their laws after technically leaving we could end up
with their new taxes that would damage our businesses and our consumers.
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